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SECTION I - CAPE COD SYSTEM 
1.1 Group 61 
1.10 General 
(C.R. Wieser) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
John Newitt has been chosen to represent Division 6 in matters 
pertaining to the layout of display consoles for the XD-1 prototype 
computer (electronic design of the display system is still the responsibility 
of Corderman). All comments on console layout should be directed to 
Newitt, and cooperation is requested in getting to him the data necessary 
for completion of a layout. A series of cardboard console mockups is 
being built and can be seen in Room 228, Barta. Comments are requested. 
The order code for the XD-1 computer has been frozen and will 
not be modified until some experience in running the machine has been 
obtained. IBM and MIT will prepare a programmer's manual based on the 
order code, and Bill Lone will represent MIT in this task (see Lone's 
section of this biweekly). 
(R.J. Horn, Jr.) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Summary £ 
Direction Center a c t i v i t i e s were vpiSjXLimited th i s past biweekly 
period due to an agreement with the Air For^cjTJo l imi t large-scale t e s t s 
so tha t more Christmas leaves could be gH 
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lolO General (Continued) 
(R.J, Horn, J r . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) (Continued) 
The Air Defense Command is sending three groups of controllers 
to the Laboratory for ten-day v i s i t s . The f i r s t v i s i t wi l l begin on 
U January. 
The radar-accuracy t e s t program using the M-33 tracking radar 
i s running with increasing success. In connection with another study of 
tracking accuracy, a program i s being written to use radar data recorded 
at the same time as Raydist data . 
A dual tracking program to cal ibrate any gap f i l l e r against 
South Truro i s now avai lable. 
A program to display eight scans of radar past h is tory will 
soon be operative. 
The radar-mapping monitor scope may now be switched to monitor 
e i ther of the two gap-f i l ler radars or the South Truro long-range radar . 
The automatic ground/air data-link t e s t program i s continuing 
in conjunction with Group 22. The data l ink wi l l not be used operationally 
in Cape Cod t e s t s unt i l i t has proven r e l i a b l e . 
In connection with XD-1 a c t i v i t i e s , a floor plan for the 
Direction Center at Bedford has been submitted to Division 7» the XD-1 
order code has been frozen and a programmer's manual will be comoiled 
with IBM, and cardboard console moekups are available for comment in 
Room ??8» Console comments should be made to John Newitto 
1.11 Equipment Engineering 
(N. Alperin) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Eleven l igh t guns have been modified and the s ens i t i v i t y adjusted, 
Most of the plug-in units for the l ight guns have been delivered and have 
to be tes ted . 
I hope to have the new system ins ta l led 11 January. 
If a l igh t pun or the l ight cannon i s found to be inoperative 
during the morning calibrat ion periods, please do not wait to report the 
trouble when the period is over. If Charlie Greim i s not if ied as soon 
as trouble i s found, there i s a good chance that A\ can be cleared up 
before cal ibrat ion i s finished, 
H w (L 
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1.11 Equipment Engineering (Continued) 
( H . J . Ki rshner ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A f i l t e r which i s a par t of t h e d i g i t a l - r a d a r - r e l a y equipment 
has been r e i n s t a l l e d a f t e r i t s r e p a i r by United Transformer Co. Aside 
from t h e down time n e c e s s i t a t e d by t h e r e p a i r of the above mentioned 
f i l t e r , performance of t h i s r e l ay l i n k has been s t e a d i l y improving during 
the pas t s eve r a l weeks. 
Some t rouble has been encountered with the t a p e - t r a n s p o r t 
mechanisms of both Ampex l h - t r a c k r e c o r d e r s . Remedial s teps are being 
taken t o a l l e v i a t e the d i f f i c u l t i e s . 
Most of the equipment necessary to f i n i s h t h e i n s t a l l a t i o n of 
the SDV monitor s t a t i o n i n Room 2?k has been i n s t a l l e d . 
(D. Nevi l le ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
I have spent t h e p a s t two biweekly per iods working with Lee 
Murray in t h e ope ra t i ona l aspect of the data l i n k . An attempt i s be ing 
made to c o l l e c t enough d a t a on message recep t ion to make an eva lua t i on 
of the l i n k system. So f a r r e s u l t s have been p r a c t i c a l l y n i l due t o 
equipment f a i l u r e s in a l l s t a t i o n s of t h e l i n k . 
(A.V. S h o r t e l l , J r . ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The monitoring scheme was f i n a l l y i n s t a l l e d on 28 December. 
By means of the ro t a ry swi tch on the monitor scope Y30, t h i s scope can 
monitor the output of any of the mapping scopes. Switch p o s i t i o n s 1,2, 
and 3 w i l l monitor T31, Y32, and T33» r e s p e c t i v e l y , wi th pos i t i on U being 
t h e off p o s i t i o n . 
The i l l u m i n a t i n g scheme i s be ing redesigned, and pa r t s for i t 
should be cons t ruc ted dur ing the coming biweekly p e r i o d . 
Work on the c i r c u i t r y for a new scan synchronizer has been 
suspended pending a dec i s i on on the use of IBM's synchronizer wi th the 
new mappers. 
At p resen t I am modifying t h e sweep c i r c u i t s on the Pa thf inder 
scope rece ived t h i s week. This modif ica t ion w i l l enable us to t e s t t he 
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1.1? Data Screening 
(R.L. Walquist) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Ca l ib r a t i on of the Cape Cod radar network i s s t i l l not completed. 
Although attempts a t c a l i b r a t i o n have been made, a combination of poor 
weather and lack of an a i r c r a f t with a bombsight have abor ted a l l these 
a t t e m p t s . However, on Wednesday, 30 December, we were f i n a l l y able to 
ob ta in the unusual combination of good weather and a B-29 with a bombsight^ 
on t h i s day the computer system decided to have a power f a i l u r e . As a 
r e s u l t , the c a l i b r a t i o n t e s t aga in had to be cance l l ed . I f circumstances 
do not remain a g a i n s t us , we hope t o complete our c a l i b r a t i o n in the near 
f u t u r e . I n i t i a l t e s t s with t h e c a l i b r a t i o n program have e s t a b l i s h e d a 
d e f i n i t e misalignment between South Truro and t h e gap f i l l e r s t h a t we 
normal ly u s e . However, without a check po in t t h a t i s e x t e r n a l to the 
radar network, i t i s not p o s s i b l e t o determine t h e exact degree to which 
the var ious s e t s a r e in e r r o r . 
The modif icat ion to t h e TWS sect ion of the Cape Cod program t o 
u t i l i z e Mark X data now aopears t o be o p e r a t i v e . However, we have had 
t r o u b l e in ob ta in ing good data from the Mark X s e t because of azimuth 
c a l i b r a t i o n d i f f i c u l t i e s a t the r ada r s i t e . According t o H. Logemann, the 
azimuth c a l i b r a t i o n exh ib i t s a long- term d r i f t , t he exact n a t u r e of which 
i s not known. As a r e s u l t , the s e t can be c a l i b r a t e d c o r r e c t l y in azimuth 
and be out of c a l i b r a t i o n a few hours l a t e r . Logemann hopes t o co r rec t 
t h i s d i f f i c u l t y in t h e near f u t u r e . Tests t o d a t e ind ica te t h a t the 
b l i p - s c a n r a t i o for the Mark X i s very good, be ing p r a c t i c a l l y uni ty for 
a i r c r a f t out to g r e a t e r than 1^0 m i l e s . I t appears t h a t t h e only time 
the b l i p - s c a n r a t i o becomes poor i s when the a i r c r a f t t u rns and sh ie lds 
i t s Mark X antenna . 
The p a s t - h i s t o r y program being w r i t t e n by H. Peterson has been 
crudely checked out and i s very n e a r l y o p e r a t i v e . The e igh t - scan d i sp lay 
of r a d a r data i s q u i t e en l igh ten ing as to the q u a l i t y of t h e radar data 
and t h e d i f f i c u l t y i n t racking a i r c r a f t in the Cape Cod System. I t appears 
t h a t t h e d isp lay w i l l be very h e l p f u l to moni tors in determining what has 
happened in d i f f i c u l t t racking s i t u a t i o n s . There i s s t i l l some question 
as to whether e i g h t scans of p a s t h i s t o r y w i l l be s u f f i c i e n t . 
Some d i scuss ion was he ld with C, Zraket and W. A t t r i d g e on 
va r ious SOP's for i n t e r c e p t o r gu idance . The purpose of these SOP'8 
i s t o enable the t r a c k monitors t o know what t o expec t of i n t e r c e p t o r s 
wi thout r equ i r ing t h e continuous t r a n s f e r of information over the te lephone 
l i n e s as i s now b e i n g done. These SOP's should improve the t r ack ing and 
a s s i s t t h e monitors u n t i l a more automatic means of communication v ia the 
computer program i s developed. In l i n e with t h i s improvement of the 
manual opera t ion of the System, a program i s in p repara t ion which wi l l 
d i s p l a y to the Track Monitor the command h e a d i n g ^ « / | l l i n t e r c e p t o r s in 
t r ack ing d i f f i c u l t y . ^ > c k 
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l o l ? Data Screening (Continued) 
(R0L. Walquist) (CONFIDENTIAL) (Continued) 
A d i scuss ion has been held wi th Ed Rich and C. Wieser on va r ious 
methods of checking out the IBM mapper u n i t , which i s t o be de l ivered t o 
the Laboratory in the l a t t e r p a r t of January,. I t was decided t h a t we 
should use t h e computer and a t e s t program to t e s t t h e mapping un i t and 
t o obta in q u a n t i t a t i v e f i gu re s on how we l l i t operates» The d e t a i l s of 
t h i s program a r e being worked out by some of the members of t h e Data 
Screening Group* 
(Wo So At t r idge) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Operat ion of the Cape Cod System and t r a i n i n g of the Air Force 
personnel was cancel led dur ing the p a s t two hol iday weeks. Attempts t o 
have radar c a l i b r a t i o n and Mark X t e s t s were thwarted by lack of proper 
a i r c r a f t and equipmento 
C0 Zraket and I have organized s tandard ope ra t ing procedures to 
a id in t r a c k i n g and c o n t r o l of i n t e r c e p t o r a i r c r a f t . These SOP's w i l l be 
i s sued as an M-Note0 
( J . levenson) (CONFIIENTIAL) 
A da ta -ana lys i s program for the t rack ing and monitoring s e c t i o n s 
of TWS should be checked ou t e a r l y in t h e next biweekly p e r i o d . The new 
pa rame te r - i n se r t i on program i s completely checked out and w i l l be used 
as one of the Group 0 u t i l i t y programs. I n s t r u c t i o n s f o r i t s use w i l l 
be d i s t r i b u t e d as soon as a l l previous parameters have been converted 
for use by t h i s program. 
(H. Pe te rson) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The p a s t - h i s t o r y d i sp lay i s now o p e r a t i v e . A s i m i l a r program 
has been w r i t t e n t h a t avoids use of t h e changeable cons t an t s in the 2700 's 
( o c t a l ) , t hus making i t p o s s i b l e to use FTU t r a c k s . 
I recommend t h a t t h e current frame be taken off the p a s t - h i s t o r y 
d i sp lay l i n e . 
(Ho Seward) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A program t o check the da t a - t r ansmis s ion c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of t h i s 
buffer drum has been w r i t t e n and t e s t e d o u t . The program c o l l e c t s da ta 
from one r a d a r s e t through the buffer drum and a l so through the p resen t 
MITE equipment for a v a r i a b l e time i n t e r v a l . Aftei ^TM.s c o l l e c t i o n i n -
t e r v a l the r e t u r n s a re compared for i d e n t i t y to dei»r)iane which r e t u r n s 
were r e j ec t ed by the buf fe r drum. > X ^ 
A computer program for t e s t i n g and wra iua t ing the radar mappers 
i s being o u t l i n e d with J . Levenson and J . Iswfchara. 
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1.12 Data Screening (Continued) 
(E. W. Wolf) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Calibration missions were flown on 22 December and 30 Decembero 
The weather, the computer, and the lack of a bombsight on 22 December all 
conspired to prevent any data useful for calibrating South Truro from 
being obtained on either date* Another mission is scheduled for 6 January 
195U. 
Data from one Mark X checkpoint were obtained. The indicated 
range and azimuth were 28 nautical miles and 195 azimuth units, respect-
ively , This compares well with the true range and azimuth, which are 
27.52813 nautical miles and 19U.571 azimuth units, respectively. 
Mark X data were also used to track an aircraft on a due wes-
terly course at a height of 20,000 feet. The range extended from 10 to 
116 miles. Returns were received every scan as long as the aircraft flew 
a stiaght-line course, but returns were generally not received when the 
plane was turning, probably because of the shielding of the antenna by 
the plane's body. 
The dual-tracking calibration program is now operational. This 
program will allow the calibration of any gap-filler radar against South 
Truro, provided South Truro is calibrated. Since South Truro has not yet 
been calibrated, only relative calibration errors can be established. 
The program has already been used to determine that the relative calibration 
error between South Truro and Derry is between 3 and 5 miles at a range of 
99 miles and an azimuth of 228 units. There is no relative azimuth-cali-
bration error. 
(W. Wolf) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The c i rc le -ca l ib ra t ion program for cal ibrat ing the expansion 
knobs a t the G s ta t ions was modified to include c i rc les about Otis and 
Bedford. The radius of expansion was reduced because the c i r cu i t s 
bu i l t to perform the expansion could not handle a radius of 0.707 times 
the maximum radius of 160/178. An acceptable radius for expansion was 
found to be 0.5313 times the maximum radius. The scopes are calibrated 
to handle th is expansion. The cal ibrat ion program wil l be included in 
the Group 0 u t i l i t y program which works as such but i s being modified to 
include the parameter insert ion and the circle ca l ibra t ion . 
A conference with members of Group 22 was attended with R. 
Walqulst and J . Ishihara. Data analysis was among the topics of discussion. 
The data " f i l t e r " program which manually f i l t e r s tracks from 
other data has been run and shows area for improveafa^. I t appears tha t 
fewer than 6ii scans but more than 20 scans are DMHTto determine t r acks . 
A data-analysis section must be added to obtaicNXimerical r e s u l t s . 
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1.13 Tracking and Control 
(W. Lone) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
# ^ ' 
On ?1 December I visited Poughkeepsie to review the supplement 
to TR-7> the manual describing the XD-1 order code. It is expected that 
the manual will be completely revised. Any comments or suggestions for 
improvement will be welcome. 
It was suggested that we adopt a three-letter code for all orders. 
IBM is in agreement on this point. 
A large portion of the biweekly period was spent in planning 
how some of the XD-1 utility programs will be written. A memo will be 
written describing the proposals for their use by programmers. 
(A. Mathiasen, B. Stahl) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The radar-accuracy test program, using the M-33 tracking radar 
previously located at the Belmont AAA site (see biweekly of 10/23/5>3)> 
has been run on the computer several times with increasing success with 
each trial. It is expected that the required data will be forthcoming 
upon another session. 
It has been found that the nature of the data from Raydist 
equipment (see biweekly of ll/?0/53) is such that it is more advisable 
to write a completely new program than to try to adapt the present 
radar-accuracy program to new data. A program is being written at the 
present time to use radar data recorded at the same time as Raydist data. 
All work on the Raydist project is being done in connection with G- Harris 
and I. Resnick of Group ?2, In addition, conferences have been held with 
Newton Mas of Raydist Navigation Corporation on the use and interpretation 
of Raydist dataj and a visit was made to observe the Raydist operations 
at the temporary installation at Scituate. Several flight tests have 
been recorded on magnetic tape for future reprocessing, and a more detailed 
report will follow the conclusion of our analysis of these tests. 
(B. Stahl) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A program is being written to remove (and convert for delayed 
print-out) data previously stored temporarily on the drum by the 
radar-accuracy test program. Another program being written will use live 
or previously recorded radar data in connection with data from Raydist. 
Originally, it was felt that a program by E. Wolf would be used for 
this interpretation of the radar data, but additional requirements 
upon the program have made it advisable to write another, although along 
similar lines. A 
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l o l l ; Weapons Di rec t ion 
(D„ R. I s r a e l ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Prepara t ions for the d e t a i l e d eva lua t ion of the Weapons Di rec -
t i o n funct ions continue<> Def in i t e proposals and plans for the evalua t ion 
of each opera t ing p o s i t i o n have been prepared . Both l i v e and s imulated 
da ta w i l l be used when t h e eva lua t ion s t a r t s e a r l y next month-
Work on the p repa ra t ion of d e s c r i p t i v e memos and s tandard opera-
t i n g procedures con t inues , and the memos on the he igh t and i d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
funct ions are ready for p u b l i c a t i o n . 
Prepara t ions a r e now being made for the scheduled v i s i t s of ADC 
ope ra t iona l personnel dur ing the month of January. Three groups of t h ree 
c o n t r o l l e r s each w i l l make 9-day v i s i t s beginning h January• A d e t a i l e d 
program of i n d o c t r i n a t i o n , p a r t i c i p a t i o n i n Cape Cod opera t ion , and d i s -
cussion of opera t iona l problems has been se t u p . C. Qrandy and I w i l l 
adminis ter the program i n which a l a r g e pa r t of Group 61 w i l l p a r t i c i p a t e . 
A memorandum o u t l i n i n g the 9-day program w i l l be i ssued on U or 5 January. 
(H. D. Benington) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The eva lua t ion program for d i sp lay toggle switches and D i g i t a l 
Information Displays was developed. Forms w i l l be given to a l l the evalu-
a t o r s spec i fy ing the s tandard d i sp lays t h a t should be used a t t he consoles ; 
the switches used in a d d i t i o n to these w i l l form the bas is of the s tudy. 
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
(M. I . Brand) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
During t h i s biweekly per iod the fol lowing proposals were sub-
mit ted t o Do R. I s r a e l : 
a . A r e v i s e d proposal for the eva lua t ion of the I d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Section of the Cape Cod System. 
b . A proposal for the e l imina t ion of log keeping in the Cape 
Cod System by use of magnet ic- tape s to rage and subsequent a n a l y s i s and 
p r i n t - o u t of p e r t i n e n t d a t a . 
c . A proposal for an a d d i t i o n a l d i sp l ay for the I d e n t i f i c a t i o n 
Officer which would provide for him upon demand a h i s t o r y and DID of any 
se l ec t ed f l i g h t p lan . / C ^ 
During t h i s per iod the i d e n t i n * « l o n memo M-2580, "Descr ip t ion 
of the I d e n t i f i c a t i o n Function of t h a € m i e Cod System," was completed and 
approved. I t w i l l be published wit(hM£)a few days„ Another ID memo i s now 
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lolU Weapons D i r e c t i o n (Continued) 
(Mo I . Brand) (Continued) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
being w r i t t e n i n conjunct ion with S„ J , Hauser» This w i l l be an i n s t r u c -
t i ona l memo expla in ing t h e opera t iona l procedures of each job i n the 
I d e n t i f i c a t i o n Section,, 
(Jo Jo C a h i l l J r „ ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A v i s i t was made to Truro on 30 December t o i n spec t the a r r ange -
ment of the console for the TPS-10D h e i g h t f i n d e r . I t was noted t h a t the 
slewing c o n t r o l was not loca ted a t t h e range-he igh t console but r a t h e r a t 
an assoc ia ted PPI consoleo This i s no t i n accordance with bes t p r a c t i c e 
for he ight f ind ing under cont ro l of t h e computer. Plans for remat ing the 
control t o the RHI console were d iscussed with L. Co Wilber of Group 22, 
who was p r e s e n t a t the s i t e . After confirming the arrangements with other 
Group 22 people , the modif icat ion w i l l be performed, The radar should be 
ready for use i n about two weeks, 
While a t Truro, advantage was taken of the oppor tun i ty t o d iscuss 
Air Defense Di rec t ion Center p r a c t i c e with Capt W i l l , Operations Off icer 
of the 762nd AC&W Squadron, Information was obta ined which may prove useful 
during the forthcoming Air Defense Command v i s i t s , 
At the reques t of Do R, I s r a e l , a study has been made of t h e 
merits of azimuth sequencing in he igh t f ind ing under con t ro l of the com-
puter , Resu l t s w i l l be a v a i l a b l e i n a day or two, i n t h e form of an 
i n t e r - o f f i c e memo to Do R. I s r a e l , B r i e f l y , i t might be said t h a t s i n c e 
the computer must be t ime-shared by he igh t f ind ing and o ther defense 
funct ions , i t i s not p r a c t i c a l to ope ra t e the h e i g h t - f i n d i n g program often 
enough, per frame, to t ake advantage of the r e l a t i v e l y i n s i g n i f i c a n t time 
saving gained by azimuth sequencing. 
A proposal for eva lua t ing the AA guidance f e a t u r e s of t h e 1953 
Cape Cod program has been submitted, A proposal for eva lua t ing h e i g h t -
f inding f e a t u r e s was prepared by C, Grandy, with a s s i s t a n c e from t h e w r i t e r , 
(P . H. Garth) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A flow diagram showing how t h e p r i n c i p l e s of command t r a c k i n g 
could be used t o aid i n both i n t e r c e p t o r i n i t i a t i o n and t r ack ing waa p r e -
pared and submit ted to t h e TVS Sec t ion , Remaining t ime was spent i n 
In t e r cep t D i r e c t i o n eva lua t ion and i n a t tempt ing a minimum-fuel r e t u r n -
to-base program which would reconc i l e e x i s t i n g f l i g h t - c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s 
information with the p r e sen t Cape Cod System^ ,x&y' 
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l . l U Weapons Direc t ion (Continued) 
(Co Grandy) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A pre l iminary proposal for the eva lua t ion of t h e Cape Cod h e i g h t -
f ind ing sec t ion has been made. This i s p r e s e n t l y under s tudy and revis ion, , 
Actual eva lua t ion w i l l begin d u r i n g the coming biweekly p e r i o d . The e d i t i n g 
of Mo Ao Geraghty 's memorandum M-2588, "Determination of A l t i t ude and Raid 
Size i n the 1953 Cape Cod System," was completed in conjunct ion with G. A. 
Rawling, and the memo wi l l be i s s u e d ear ly i n t h e next p e r i o d , A v i s i t 
was made to the Lincoln i n s t a l l a t i o n s a t North and South Truro to i n s p e c t 
and become f ami l i a r with the he igh t - f i nd ing f a c i l i t i e s a t these l o c a t i o n s . 
Also v i s i t e d was the 762nd AC&W group a t North Truro . The pur -
pose of t h i s v i s i t was to observe the opera t ions of the GCI s t a t i o n and t o 
become acquainted with the o rgan iza t ion of s a n e . This i s background i n -
formation for the coming v i s i t s by ADC personne l . Schedules for the f i r s t 
group of these v i s i t o r s have been made, and arrangements a re being completed. 
This v i s i t a t i o n w i l l r equ i r e cons iderab le t ime and a t t e n t i o n during t h e 
next 30 days . 
(S. J . Hauser) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A study of the summary logs on f l i g h t t e s t s was made and judged 
to be inadequate f o r making an evaluat ion of the i d e n t i f i c a t i o n system as 
o u t l i n e d in a p roposa l by M. Brand. Separate log sheets have been prepared 
to make t h i s eva lua t i on and w i l l be summarized in fu ture scheduled t e s t s . 
A s tudy of the ope ra t ion procedures of s t a t i o n s ou t s ide the 
D i r ec t i on Center , bu t r e l a t i n g to da ta i n p u t , i s in progress and w i l l con-
t r i b u t e to a memo on standard ope ra t ing procedures . 
(F, E. Heart ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Most of t h e pas t biweekly period was spent cons ider ing var ious 
proposed l o g i c a l changes in the Cape Cod System. 
Effor ts t o complete Cape Cod order ana lys i s by automatic methods 
have continued s p o r a d i c a l l y , as time permi ts . 
A small f i l e of b ib l iography cards i s now i n e x i s t e n c e ; t h i s f i l e 
i s a h igh ly f i l t e r e d version of seve ra l s e t s of Library access ions l i s t s . 
I t i s expected to become a v a i l a b l e to i n t e r e s t e d persons dur ing the next 
two weeks. / \ ) 
(W. Z. Leffiiiios) (C0NFID3<TIAL) r£y 
£? 
Forms have been prepared to t&ke>data for the eva lua t ion of the i n t e r c e p t team. The wrrjyfrn n Fi r s t the 
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reliability of the calculations will be observed, and second the efficiency 
of the intercept team will be noted. 
The memo which was being written to explain the climb character-
istics of interceptors now in use will be expanded to include all the 
mathematical approximations used by the Cape Cod System intercept calcula-
tions „ 
weeks 
No work was done on the return-to-base problem in the past two 
(C. Gaudette, S. C. Knapp) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Work continues on the memo describing the weapons-control function. 
In order to evaluate the Cape Cod System, it has been decided that 
flight tests will be run in which many of the tracks will be simulated. 
W. Lone's FTU program has the facility for simulating radar data for such 
tracks while real radar data is also being used. We are now planning the 
first of these tests and making up flight plans for the simulated tracks. 
The actions of the FTU, such as activating the tracks, turning them, etc., 
are being written in detail on cards to be referred to during the test. 
(L. Murray) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Many difficulties were encountered during the D/L (data link) 
tests conducted during the last two weeks. The transmitting facilities 
have not been all that they should be, and aircraft receivers have not 
operated as expected. As a result, a more rigorous test procedure has 
been established, and five tests a week will be conducted in January, 
weather permitting. These tests will use mechanical-generator messages. 
From the results of these, a new D/L control program will be written and 
tested. Progress reports of the tests will be written weekly as inter-
office memos. 
A standard operational procedure is being established for the 
Radio Operator position of the Cape Cod System. This will be discussed 
with ADC representatives during the next biweekly period. 
$ > * 
(J. Nolan) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The time during this biweekly pe»±ftl was spent preparing a pro-
posal for evaluation of the Weapons Assdiaiikent and Direction station and 
rewriting the memo on operating procexhirfes for this station. 
iiitnimtiiTiM 
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lo l l ; Weapons Direc t ion (Continued) 
(Co Ac Zraket) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
# V 
The activities of the Cape Cod Direction Center were curtailed 
during the past biweekly period due to an agreement with the Air Force not 
to run any large-scale live tests, Two training missions for the operating 
personnel were conducted using both recorded and simulated data,, The 
majority of the scheduled calibration checks on the radar sets were can-
celled due to bad weather and aircraft unavailability• One calibration 
mission was aborted due to a computer power failure when both a B-29 with 
a bombsight and the radars were available., A successful calibration and 
tracking mission using Mark X data from an F-89 was conducted on 30 December, 
The automatic ground/air data-link test program is continuing in 
conjunction with Group 22 „ A daily test is scheduled during the months of 
January and February which will be monitored at Hanscom Field by the Group 
22 ground unit and at the Whirlwind site., The data link will not be used 
operationally in Cape Cod tests until it has proven reliable in the fore-
going series of tests. 
The organization of the evaluation program for the Weapons Direc-
tion Section of the Cape Cod System was effected during the past biweekly 
period, and a series of evaluation tests will commence after the first of 
the year. Each of the Group 61 evaluators for the individual stations in 
the Cape Cod Center has written a proposal describing the aims and methods 
of obtaining results for the evaluation of his particular station. An 
inter-office memo has been written to C. R. Wieser and D, R. Israel describing 
the evaluation program in general, 
A rough draft of a memorandum has been written in conjunction 
with W, S, Attridge describing the temporary procedures to be used by 
operating personnel for the initiation, tracking, and control of interceptor 
aircraft in the Cape Cod System. These standard operating procedures will 
serve to coordinate the liaison that must be maintained between Track-While-
Scan and Weapons Direction in order to effectively track interceptor air-
craft with the present Cape Cod program. It is hoped that this stop-gap 
measure will alleviate the current trouble with interceptor tracking until 
such time as the program can be modified to include additional displays 
and until Mark X data on interceptors is available. 
Memos concerning standard operating procedures for the Weapons 
Director, Intercept Directors, Radio Operators, and aircraft pilots are 
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lol5 Direction Center Operations 
(P.O. Cioffi) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The following table summarizes the flight-test activity for the 
past period. Scheduling has favored testing of auxiliary and associated 
equipment for systems operation. Full-scale operations are planned for 
the next period under the plan of two tests per week including the usual 
demonstration» 
The new set of Direction Center operations-data record forms 
was completed and accepted for use. All the records of the previous tests 
have now been examined and summarized using these new forms. As was 
expected, these previous records were rather haphazard and innaccurate 
in many cases, so much so that any analysis of systems operation will 
not be based on this data. 
I have continued getting together information for the design 
of a set of rules regulating the defense of the Cape Cod area on which 
to base an analysis of the systems operation. Planning for setting up 
such a defense sector has been speeded up in order to provide for 
operations early next year some sound basis on which to measure the 
defense-system performance. Meetings with operational personnel are 
planned for the immediate future to issue instructions for the proper 
handling and recording of data prior to air-defense operations. 
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161S Direction Center Operations (Contiim0d)k 
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1.15 Di rec t ion Center Operations (Continued) 
(E. C o t t i e r ) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Computer Operat ion: 






Tracking and Control 
Time to Math Group 
Time to In-Out 
























(E.W. Wolf) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
There were only 8 hours of Cape Cod System operations during 
the past biweekly period. This is not enough to make a statistical 
breakdown of the equipment-reliability reports significant. These reports 
will be included in the summary for the next period. 
It should be pointed out at this time that the analyses of 
equipmrnt reliability reported thus far have not included a comprehensive 
account of the quality of the radar data as they become available for 
processing in their final form. The following are some of the reasons 
why it has been difficult to give such an accounts 
1. It is not easy to determine the source or cause of the 
trouble; it may be at the radar site, in the transmission 
system, in the mapper or MITE units, or in the computer 
proper. ^C\ 
2. The trouDle is usually bpocMCc^lr. nature; it lasts f«r 
O a few seconds or a few so«WQand then disappears or is 
GONF^NTIAL 
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1.15 Direction Center Operations (Continued) 
(E.W, Wolf) (CONFIDENTIAL) (Continued) 
repaired by maintenance personnel. A sampling of some 
of these troubles, as reported by the Mapping Room 
personnel, is included here for illustrative purposes: 
a. 1° stroke every sweep for 5 minutes 
b. Complete coverage of noise for 5 sweeps 
c. Calibration circle painting 
d. All data jumping 180 every sweep 
e. All data cut out for 2 minutes 
f• Extra North marker every sweep 
g. Heavy noise for one sweep 
h. North marker and data jumped 180 for one sweep 
i. Data suggests that the hTI was removed 
j. Intermittent lines of interference, UU5 and 330 
k. North marker intermittent 
1. Data not consistent, paints every third sweep 
m. Heavy intermittent noise for two sweeps* 
3» Sometimes trouble may exist without anyone realizing 
that the equipment is at fault. This may occur when 
returns from some or all aircraft are not received 
consistently, or when only odd-numbered or only 
even-numbered range returns are received. 
An attempt will be made to pay more attention to these matters 
in the future. 
i£0 MFD D E N I A L 
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1.16 AN/FSQ-7 XD-1 Support W 
(DoR, Israel) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The changes recommended in M-2572, "XD-1 Order Code" (D.R. 
Israel), have been accepted by IBM. 
A large part of the past two weeks has been devoted to preparation 
of a floor plan for the operations area on the 2nd floor of the XD-1 
building. A plan based on presently known operational considerations was 
prepared in conjunction with C„ Granay and was submitted and accepted 
on 30 December.. This plan, including a partition layout, is given in 
print D-57U27, "AN/FSQ-7 XD-1 Building,Revised Plan." This layout differs 
from previous proposals in that a better utilization of corridor space 
is obtained and that both the TWS and Weapons Direction areas are close 
to the head of the stairs leading to the computer operating console on 
the 1st floor. It has been agreed that with this arrangement, there will 
be no requirement for duplicating the facilities of the operating console 
on the ?nd floor. 
Personnel requirements of the proposed AN/FSQ-7 Direction Centers 
and Combat Centers were reviewed on 31 December with Rader, Churchill, 
Boehmer, Wieser, and Walquist. The revised personnel estimates, which 
differ only slightly from those in M-2U09-1, will be the subject of a 
meeting with ADC and ADES in Colorado Springs during the week of U January. 
A memo supplementing M-2U09-1 will be issued as soon as possible. 
A number of hitherto unanswered questions relating to the 
organization and operation of the AN/FSQ-7 Direction and Combat Centers 
have been prepared. The questions are chiefly concerned with problems 
of the delegation of functions and responsibilities among personnel, 
between sub-sectors, and between Direction Centers and Combat Centers. 
The answers to the questions will have a small effect on the floor 
plans, number and type of personnel, or on the equipment requirements, 
with the exception of the intercomm system. The questions were recently 
reviewed with C.R. Wieser and will be discussed in detail with the ADC 
controllers during the next few weeks (see Section l.lU). A memo covering 
the material of the questions is in preparation. 
Further consideration has been given to the type of intercomm 
system necessary in the XD-1 installation., The problem becomes extremely 
more difficult than that of the Cape Cod System because of the multiplicity 
of Intercept Direction (IND), Tracking Initiator (Tl), and Track Monitor 
(TM) positions. Furthermore, the requirement that the system operate 
efficiently under non-full-load conditions with a reduced number of 
operating positions creates a multitude of problems. The as-yet-undetermined 
organization and utilization of Intercept Directors and Weapons Directors 
also makes specification of the system difficult. AtQKreservt, considerable 
thought is being given to the advantages and disadvmteges of a dial 
system. ^ vC 
u u i H HSU T1 ki 
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1.16 AN/FSQ-7 XD-1 Support (Continued) 
(H.Do Benington) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A meeting was held with Harris and Greene of Group 38 on MTC 
simulation of XD-1 displays. A definite proposal will be presented soon. 
The proposed display system was discussed with IBMj agreement 
has been reached on all points except off-centering and expansion. This 
should be settled during the next biweekly period. 
(C. Grandy) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The room layout for the XD-1 building was considered at length 
in conjunction with D„R. Israel. An informal proposal has been submitted 
to Division 7 (B„ Ahern) for their consideration. If approved by them, 
the floor plan will be submitted through formal approval channels and the 
layout frozen. Final action on this is expected early in the next biweekly 
period. 
Work on considerations affecting the XD-1 console design has been 
somewhat neglected due to higher priority tasks. A renewed effort to 
assemble a comprehensive tabulation of personnel, consoles, and equipments 
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1.2 Group 6U 
(S. H. Dodd) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Operation of the computer has been good during the past biweekly-
period. The only major trouble encountered was the r e s u l t of a tube fa i lure 
which damaged several c r y s t a l s in one of the core-memory matrices. 
The ERA photoe lectr ic tape reader has been replaced with one made 
by Ferranti . This new reader i s capable of operating i n a l ine -by - l ine 
manner. However, i t has been recommended that programmers do not depend 
upon l i n e - b y - l i n e operation u n t i l further invest igat ion of the problem of 
c lutch wear has been completed. 
1„21 WWI Systems Operation 
(S . E. Desjardins) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The consolidated t e s t program has been rewritten to include the 
drum-check programs and w i l l be tested as soon as the tape i s made up. The 
completed tape w i l l then contain seven of the eight t e s t programs which are 
used daily and w i l l expedite marginal checking tremendously. 
(D. A. Morrison) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The mechanical design of the proposed voltage interlock panel 
has been firmed. Sketches w i l l be ready for production by 5 January 195U. 
Ins ta l la t ion of the panel i n WWI i s predicted for early i n February. 
Core Memory 
(N. L. Daggett) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Six hours of computer time were l o s t la s t week because of damage 
to one of the s e l ec t ion matrices for the core memory. Twelve crys ta l s were 
ruined by a dead short which occurred i n one of the driving cathode 
follower tubes . Part of the time was l o s t through attempts to find the 
bad crysta ls by a l o g i c a l process based on voltage readings of the 
se lec ted and deselected l i n e s . This method appeared to be unworkable 
because of the multiple f a i l u r e s ; therefore , the brute-force approach was 
used. Each output l ine was measured for the back res i s tance of i t s f i v e 
associated c r y s t a l s . Each bad group was opened up to determine which of 
the f ive c r y s t a l s was bad. 
We w i l l attempt to make changes to prevent repet i t ion of t h i s 
type of f a i l u r e . The problem i s not a simple one, however. I t i s 
aggravated by two things: ( l ) The matrices are not operated at ground 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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lo21 WWI Systems Operation (Continued) 
Core Memory 
(N. L. Daggett) (Continued) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
l e v e l , (2) They are dr iven by cathode fol lowers r a t h e r than p l a t e - l oaded 
s t a g e s . This means t h a t f a i l u r e of ca thode-fol lower p l a t e vo l tage can 
cause se r ious t r o u b l e . 
(L. L. Holmes, A„ J . Roberts) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Four d-c coupled p a r i t y r e g i s t e r s have now been i n s t a l l e d i n the 
system. Two more w i l l be i n s t a l l e d on 2 January . 
A modif icat ion i s i n progress to provide s epa ra t e p o s t - w r i t e d i s -
turb pulses for each bank of s t o r a g e . At p r e s e n t p o s t - w r i t e d i s t u r b i s 
appl ied to both banks on each s to rage cyc le r e g a r d l e s s of which bank i s 
s e l e c t e d . The change should allow more time for the sense ampl i f i e r s t o 
recover . 
Magnetic Tape 
(E. P. Farnsworth) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The new shipment of MMM mylar-base tape has arrived and is 
being used to replace all acetate and old/spliced, worn, and wrinkled 
mylar. No splices have been found so far in the new shipment. 
Dynamic torque unbalance in one servo amplifier has been 
traced to the mercury-vibrator servo-discriminator relay. These Western 
Electric relays are conservatively rated at one billion operations, 
which is approximately the number of operations in service to date. The 
exact nature of the defect causing unbalance and the normal operating 
conditions of the Raytheon circuit are being studied. 
The final thyratron register panel for delayed print-out was 
installed and several wiring errors corrected. This panel was modified 
to include series-dropping resistors in the punch circuit to reduce 
heating of the solenoids. This change was suggested by Norcott and is now 
recommended by the manufacturer for all Flexowriter punch circuits. 
Typewriter and Paper Tape 
(L. H. Norcott) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A panel has been installed on the Flexowriter table to permit the 
operator to control the direct-output punch from the keyboard of the direct-
output Flexowriter. 
APPROVED FOR PUBLIC RELEASE. CASE 06-1104.
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1.22 Terminal Equipment v 
(R. H. Gould) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A variac has been installed on the site-status map to control the 
brilliance of the status lights. An ultraviolet fluorescent light has been 
installed to illuminate the map, but it is unnecessarily powerful. It will 
be replaced with a smaller light when time permits. The control box for 
the status lights has been fastened near the map. The information on the 
sites comes into Room 22U, but it seems unwise to put the control switch 
where the map cannot be seen. Comments on the nap are invited. 
The wiring for the power to the illuminated map shelves has been 
delayed by the loss of a Saturday and an installation Monday. It is hoped 
that several shelves will be powered within a week. Black and white paints 
properly applied will make the shelves effective. The electric clocks at 
the display consoles in Room 222 will be wired directly to the internal 
terminal strip and will all be controlled by a switch at Station P, the 
Flight Test Umpire. 
The yellow curved Plexiglas shields that will replace the curved 
colorless shields and the orange cellophane on the 16-inch display scopes 
are being beveled to fit. 
A sixth position providing expansion without off-centering has been 
added to the 16-inch display-expand and off-center control switch at 
Stations Gil and GlU. The expansion factor was set to 1.5 instead of l.Ulii 
which was the maximum allowable without the nonoff-centered expansion. 
Controls for expansion about two arbitrary points are being built 
for the 16-inch display scopes at Fll and F12. 
Marginal Checking 
(S. Ginsburg) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The work on marginal checking the Cape Cod System has been 
temporarily halted in favor of the CRT filter system. 
Several types of one-shot multivibrators were designed and ar« 
being breadboard tested. The basic circuits for the filter system are 
presently being designed with the intention of finally having the system 
completely packaged in plug-in units. The circuits will initially be tested 
with a video mapper. 
IF 
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1.22 Terminal Equipment (Continued) 
Magnetic Drums 
(K. E. McVicar) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
We have increased the writing current on the auxiliary drum in an 
attempt to reduce the effects of writing between the slots. This change seems 
to have been of some value, but we have not had enough experience yet to 
draw any definite conclusions. 
Preliminary investigation of the relation between write-pulse width 
and definition of the read-back signal indicates that we can safely increase 
the write-pulse width by a large factor. A wider write pulse should further 
reduce sensitivity of the system to between-the-slots writing. 
PETR 
(F. E. I r i s h ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A Ferranti photoelectric tape reader has been i n s t a l l e d as a re -
placement for the ERA reader. All of the tapes used with the ERA reader 
should read in using the new reader without any trouble . The new reader i s 
i n i t i a t e d on a s i 211 order and i s stopped on the clearing of the IOS, after 
an alarm, or after a "switch to push button" ( s top) . 
The new reader i s able to stop the motion of the tape i n about 
1 mil l i second. This means that i f the stop i s ordered immediately fol low-
ing the l a s t rd order the tape w i l l stop with the l a s t character to be 
sensed s t i l l rest ing on the sensing ho le s . Eventually, th i s a b i l i t y to 
stop rapidly w i l l permit the fences used at present in Flexowriter tapes to 
be el iminated. Unti l further experience i s gained; however, programers 
should not depend on the reader stopping any faster than did the ERA reader. 
When the new reader i s stopped by some method that does not 
change the IOS, program alarms w i l l be generated i f the tape i s then 
manually moved. The generation of program alarms s i g n i f i e s that extra i n -
formation has been put i n t o the TOR. 
1.23 Records of Operation 
(F. J . Eramo) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The following i s an estimate by the computer operators of the 
usable percentage of assigned operation time and the number of computer 
errors for the period 1 8 - 3 0 December 1953: 
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1.23 Records of Operation (Continued) 
Number of assigned hours 105 
Usable percentage of assigned time 95 
Usable percentage of assigned time since March 1951 86 
Number of transient errors 6 
Number of s teady-state errors 2 
Number of intermittent errors U 
Component Fai lures i n WWI 
(L. 0 . Leighton) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
of e l e c t r i c a l components have been The following fa i lure s 
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1.23 Records of Operation (Continued) 
Component Failures in WWI 
(L. 0. Leighton) (Continued) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Components No. of Failures Hours of Operation Reasons for Failure 
Tubes (Continued) 
6SN7 1 7000 - 8000 Low lb 
7AD7 1 19000 - 20000 Short 
1 20000 - 21000 Short 
1.2U General 
D-C Power Supplier 
(S. T. Coffin) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The rebui l t WWI +150-V, $0-amp d-c supply i s being tested and 
i s nearly ready for re ins ta l l a t ion in WWI. 
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1»3 Qroup 65 
lo31 Activities of Group 6$ 
(P* Youtz) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The work on the helical dag coating for the Charactron tube, 
which permits a low voltage in the deflection region and a very high voltage 
at the phosphor screen, was continued during this period with very satis-
factory results o An attempt will be made during the next period to put 
this dag coating on a large TV envelope and to process an envelope with 
a gun. 
Work was done on the design of a 19-inch bulb for the Charactron 
tube* A trip will be made to Corning Glass Works Ik January 19Sh to 
discuss the 19-inch bulb requirements with Corning engineers• 
Work to support the program of Group 25 was continued* 
C0 L. Corderman and I will visit Convair on h» 5, and 6 January 
to discuss the technical specifications of the 19-inch Charactron* On 
7 and 8 January, Frank Rodgers (Group 25), C. L. Corderman, and I will 
visit Hughes Aircraft to discuss the progress and status of the Typotron 
project* 
The tube group will visit GE at Owensboro on 11 and 12 January 
to discuss the progress and status of the Z-2177 (improved 5965) tube 
program* 
On 13 January, John Geisler, of the IBM Tube Analysis Lab, and I 
will visit Western Electric at Allentown to discuss the 5998 tube0 
1,33 Research and Development 
(J. S. Palermo) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Series of spiral dag experiments have been successfully completed* 
It has now been established that continuous spiral lines of specified 
lengths can be coated on glass with the resistance of less than 1 megohm 
per inch after bakeout* 
New techniques for coating with helical ink and modified formulae 
will be tried during this next period* Coatings wi^h. chromia- oxide hare 
been successful* Bakeout schedules for these coafclhgj have also been es-
tablished* /N^ 
Various experiments are being conducVeq for Group 25* 
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SECTION H - AN/FSQ-7 
2*1 Group 62 
2 .11 Systems 
Circuit Application Section (MRP Book) 
(R. Callahan, A. Heineck) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
M-2585-1 has been wri t ten and describes the information needed 
for f i n a l approval of c ircuits* I t discusses i n d e t a i l the information 
that should be contained in the MKD report and a l s o the supporting 
margin or r e l i a b i l i t y data necessary for f ina l approval. 
To d i f f erent ia te among the three cathode followers avai lable 
for XD-1, i t has been tentat ive ly decided to l a b e l the 5965 cathode follower 
as the small cathode follower, the 7AK7 follower as the medium cathode 
fo l lower , and the 5998 follower as the power cathode fol lower. 
Delay-Line Adder 
(R. Callahan, A. Heineck) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
The adder has been running for the past biweekly per iod , Pre-
lim1 lfcfiry invest igat ions indicated that many of the pulses generated by 
the t e s t equipment were low in anpl i tute ( l e s s than 20 v o l t s ) , and pulse 
amplifiers are being added. Because of t h i s , no margins have been taken 
on the adder. 
Some trouble has occurred with open wiring on the etched cards* 
Out o f 19 cards, h have been found with open etched l i n e s . I t should be 
noted that both the card material and width of the etched l i n e s are dif-
ferent from that proposed for XD-1* 
Marginal Checking (XD-1) 
(R* J* Pfaff) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A marginal-checking breakdown for the central computer, with the 
exception of memory, has been completed. Some of the rough edges have ye t 
to be smoothed out as f ina l drawings Become ava i l ab l e . Two reports to 
explain and j u s t i f y the breakdown chosen are under way. 
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2#12 Magnetic-Core Memories 
Miscellany 
(W. Papian) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Results of early tes t ing on the 6k x 6k memory for MTC look 
goods Two weeks of tes t ing, modifying, and adjusting should suffice^ the 
memory should be ready for i n s t a l l a t i on in MTC by 12 January* 
A serious outage i occurred on the WWI Core Memory; ten diodes in 
one of the coordinate-selection matrices were ruined as a resul t of what 
appears to have been a shorted G1U5 vacuum tube in the matrix-driver 
c i r c u i t s . Precautions are being taken to protect the diodes in the 6k x 6U 
memory fro»" a similar accident© 
Work i s in progress a t IBM to prepare the f i r s t section; of the 
XD-1 memory design for approvals which wi l l lead to releases for construc-
t ion* We would l ike to release the ent i re "shower s t a l l " as soon as pos-
s i b l e . 
61+ x 6q Memory 
(E0 ** Ouditz) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Tests have been made on a 6k x 6k memory plane (CI), and the 
r e su l t s are very sat isfactory. The core outputs are very uniform and the 
ONE-ZERO ra t io appears to be as good or be t t e r than tha t obtained from 
the 32 x 32 memory planes. 
Tests are now being made on the completed memory of 19 planes. 
Again, tes ts on CI are very sat isfactory and i n i t i a l t e s t s indicate that 
17 of the 19 planes wil l be acceptable* Two of the p lan t s have cores 
which are seriously reducing the ONE-ZERO ra t io* Plane C7 haa one low-
output core, and C13 has 3 low-output cores. 
Data taking on the new memory in Memory Test Setup VI wi l l 
continue through the next week or two* 
Mod. I I Sensing Amplifier 
(W. J . Canty) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
This amplifier has shown certain malfunctions when attached to 
a 6U x 6u magnetic-core memory array* The source of trouble in these am-
p l i f i e r s wil l be investigated as soon as t i n e permits* The search for a 
new-type sense amplifier i s under way* I t i s hoped tha t a less com-
pl icated but yet re l iable c i r c u i t design can be found* 
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2012 Magnetic-Core Memories (Continued) 
IBM Trip 
(W„ J , Canty) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Monday and Tuesday of t h i s week were spent a t IBM a t XD-1 
Memory conferences. 
Switch Cores 
(Ao D. Hughes) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Determination of the swi tch cores to be used for the 6U-posi t ion 
w 01sen n switch, as t h e f i r s t s t e p of my t h e s i s , i s under way. Since a 
Mo-Permalloy m e t a l l i c core has been chosen, the geometry i s t he only var-
i a b l e • I am working with something very c lose t o the des i red core (:L-mil, 
i • 
— i n c h , ll*0-wraps). Also, the number of tu rns has been worked out (N, • 
h 
10 t u r n s , N2 * 6 t u r n s ) . 
Work wi th cores of s e v e r a l s izes (on a s i n g l e - c o r e b a s i s ) w i l l 
c o n t i n u e • 
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2.13 Vacuum-Tube Circuits 
Summary 
(Ro L, Best) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A jo in t IBM-MIT meeting a t High Street resulted in a decision 
to have IBM concentrate on a magnetic read-write switch for the drums, and 
to have MIT concentrate on a diode switch. MIT's switch i s to be instal led 
in MTC» I t i s planned to have the switch evaluated by 1 February. 
Remis i s in Poughkeepsie working with Beasley of IBM in writing 
some f inal reports on cathode followers and diode-circuit design. He i s 
also reviewing the instruction-frame c i r c u i t s , i n part icular the cathode 
follower and diode design thereof. 
Magnetic Drum 
(H. Anderson, H. Boyd) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Sanples of different kinds of high-impedance beads w i l l be 
received from Endicott. From these samples a type of head will, be selected 
for the MTC ins ta l la t ion* 
The c i rcu i t s associated with the read-write switch for the MTC 
ins t a l l a t ion are being designed. 
Magnetic Drum Write Circuits 
(S. Bradspies) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Work has begun on designing a c i rcu i t which will be driven by a 
low-speed f l ip-f lop and which wi l l give outputs of 150 volts or some voltage 
as ye t undetermined. The output voltage wil l dr ive the grid of a cathode 
follower, which determines the f ie ld selected for writ ing. 
Selection-Plane Driver ID-1 
(D. Shansky) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Some time has been spent i n reviewing the proposed design of the 
XDJL memory selection-plane dr iver . Some modifications have been suggested, 
and these are being breadboarded. 
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2.13 Vacuum-Tube Circui ts (Continued) 
Core Driver Mod. VII 
(D. Shansky) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
The negative half of this dr iver prototype has been debugged 
and delivered to Group 63 for further t e s t . 
Digit Plane Driver "Post Write Disturb" and "Inhibit" Gate 
denerator. MTC 
(D. Shansky) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
These c i rcu i t s are presently being designed. 
High-Speed Flip-Flop 
(C. A. Laspina) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
Investigation of various input c i r c u i t s for the HSFF is s t i l l 
going on. 
An arrangement using a para l le l RC circuit in s e r i e s with the 
primarv of thn lm>"+ •••""isformer was t r i e d . The performance cf this c i r c u i t 
vaa not as good as the performance of the c i r cu i t using a se r i e s diode i n 
the primary. 
Delay-Line Circuits 
( J . S. G i l l e t t e ) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
I have recently found that when using long delay l ines a pulse 
arrives a t the end of the delay line before the main pulse arr ives. The 
exact cause i s unknown, and t e s t s are being made to see what the cause 
i a . 
Typotron Display 
(H. J . P i a t t ) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
The construction and assembly of equipment for t y ing in a Typo-
tron to MTC continues* 
A deflection amplifier i s under construction. An erase driver 
i s being designed. A storage-tube mount i s being modified t o hold the 
Typotron* 
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2.13 Vacuum-Tube Ci rcu i t s (Continued) 
Pulse Transformers 
(E. Oatea) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A few tes ts have been made on the memory planes being driven by 
pulse transformerso However, not enough i s known ye t to form any conclu-
sive opinions„ 
A p a r t i a l shipment of memory-driving transformers was received 
from Sprague Elec t r ic Co. Elec t r ica l ly the transformers are good, but 
they need some mechanical improvement,, 
2.Ui Memory Test Computer 
General 
(W„ A0 Hosier) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Checking of the newly ins ta l led cables in MTC Control was con-
pleted jus t before Christmas^ power was turned on for the f i r s t time since 
the shutdown on Monday, 28 December, 
Three days debugging has substant ia l ly restored operation of a l l 
the old ins t ruct ions retained and has allowed good progress to be made on 
the new ones (sof and t ro) affecting group & field cont ro l . The computer 
should be avai lable for Typotron and Charactron work by about 5 January. 
Meanwhile, we have continued with i n s t a l l a t i on and hookup of the 
6k x 6k memory equipment, which should be ready about the same t ine as the 
memory planes proper. 
Also, the ground work has been l a id with the Drafting Room for 
a comprehensive plan to amplify the MTC drawings where necessary and make 
sure that a l l a re up to d a t e . 
Input and Conversion Programs 
(P . R. Bagley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A new U-6=6 input program for reading in U-6-6 tape i s finished 
and is published with br ief notes as drawing SA-55786-1. 
A basic conversion program i s being planned . An advance copy 
of the vocabulary for th i s program i s available as drawing SA-57300. The 
structure of U-6-6 tapes which wil l be produced by the basic conversion 
program, and which wil l be read in by the U-6-6 input program, i s i l l u s t r a -
ted in drawing SA-57298. 
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20lU Memory Test Computer (Continued) 
(Po R. Bagley) (UNCLASSIFIED) (Continued) 
A memorandum (M-2527, Supplement l ) is being written wh±ch des-
cribes in de t a i l the e n t i r e input process , including the p r e p a r a t i o n of 
paper tape and the operation of the input and conversion programs • 
Performance after Recent Changes (Preliminary R e p o r t ) 
(R. A* Hughes) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
All of the old MTC instructions (except t% and np_, w h i c h were 
not retained) are now working* The. changes have increased speeds on test 
program TP-60, which used to have an average instruction time of o v e r 20 
microseconds^ the average is now 13* or 77*000 instructions per second* 
(This figure applies when using panel s t o r a g e but should not be m o r e than 
1 or 2 microseconds more even with the magnetic-core memory.) 
There i s possibi l i ty of reducing the average i n s t ruc t i on time 
even further by moving control-switch f l i p - f l o p s from A-frane t o t h e control 
frame, thus eliminating some IiO feet of coax transmitting l e v e l s • and 
hence cutting r i s e times• 
Pulse amplitudes can also be Unproved by staggering c e r t a i n 
read-in commands which now occur simultaneously,, New loads hung o n the 
A-register " 1 " bus (drum-address r e g i s t e r , drum-write register) h a v e not 
lengthened HSE time ^eyond 0.5 microseconds, but when all of t h e s e registers 
are read in to simultaneously, ->eak suppressor current tends to o v e r l o a d 
A-register cathode lollowers. 
Automatic Memory Display 
( J . Crane) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Panels for automatic memory d i s p l a y are being const ructed and 
wil l be completed during the next biweekly period. 
Group and Field Control 
( J , Crane) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Group and f ield control was i n s t a l l e d and preliminary c h e c k s were 
made on this uni t before making i t an i n t e g r a l part of MTC Cont ro l* Outputs 
of diode matrices had r ise times of less t han 1 microsecond, and t h e 
counter in the program field register operated correctly. 
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2.D* M e m o r y Test Computer < Conti ued) 
J^agnetic Drum 
< H . Anderson, H. B o ^ r d ) ('̂ CLASSIFIED ) 
We a j r * e trying to have - t i n e MTC '.rum i n s t a l l a t i o n in l i m i t e d opera-
tion on or b e f o r e 1 February 1951*. _» i n 0; !«r to o b t a i n a decision a t t h a t 
tine as to wha-fc. scheme will be u s e d in VA, The s y s t e m to be i n v e s t i g a t e d 
is one employ i _ n g a high-unpedance head t I combined read-write d i o d e 
switch. P r e l i m i n a r y tests of t h e head l>k f a v o r a b l e a 
M T C Drawings and Re? c o r d 3 
C I * . Sntro) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
D r a f - f c i n g has informed • a=i that W s e a s i e s t , way for them t o r e v i s e 
KTC drawings i s to rework all o f one tyj of p a n e l a t a time. T h e y w i l l 
start with t h e eight dual-gate p a n e l s , tt n take f l i p -flop mounting panels , 
gate-buffer p a n e l s , etc. 
M T C Power̂ upply C o a r x t r o l 
C D . M. Fisher) (Ulf C2LASSIFL.U) 
Conf esrences continue on . the bas:.. logic o f the power-supply•* 
control system • Since all the p e o p l e con<;med wi-fcli the system h a v e not 
been contacted! 9 the final design 31 s not cc .lidered complete. 
The f > roposed system, ixm I t s pre:, .it f o r m , h a s 23 relay c i r c u i t s 
less than the o l d system. It i s - f e l t that '.he s i m p l i c i t y of this s y s t e m 
will not r e s t r - A c t its versatility t o cope ith u n f o r e s e e n problems 
arising in MTC a t some future dat^^mto 
2.15 Eqxi.:AjpiPent Design and S c^hedulas 
( ¥ • H . Ayer) (UNCU3S3IFIED) 
A r e v i e w of the cooling equipment system f o r the XD-1 b u i l d i n g 
has been under - t -aken in the last t -^-xree weeks. The b a s i c design p a r a m e t e r s 
have been gone over at some l e n g t h * . * particu *rly t h e desired p e r c e n t a g e 
humidity. U n f o r t u n a t e l y , very l i ~ f c t l e , if an;, l i t e r a t u r e exists o n t h e 
effects of T a r y i n g humidities, a l - f c h o u g h a 8 rong b o d y of opinion a t b o t h 
MIT and QM f e e l s that a range o f 5 0 - 60 per cent s h o u l d be m a i n t a i n e d 
for utmost r e l i a b i l i t y of the t l e < = t r o n i c eqiipment* 
N 
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2.15 Equipment Design and Schedules (Continued) 
(W. H. Ayer) (UNCLASSIFIED) (Continued) 
Detai ls of the air-handling system are now being worked out by 
Francis Assoc • along vdth the chilled-water refr igerat ion system,, I t i s 
planned to t i e In to the CRC central system for standby capacity. 
Planning for the XD-1 building i s proceeding according to schedule 
and should be finished by the 1 February 195u deadline, 
( J , D„ Bassett) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Considerable a t t en t ion is being focused upon the p r in ted -c i rcu i t 
fabriration techniques to be used in AN/FSQ-7, as well as the a b i l i t y of 
these c i r c u i t s to withstand vibration and shock to be expected in normal 
transportation,. Details are included in M-258U, a repor t by B. B«. Paine 
on a meeting held with J . W« Forrester on 23 December 195>3* 
Methods for p la t ing through holes in p r in ted-c i rcu i t cards with-
out the use of silver are being investigated, in order to eliminate the 
danger of trouble from s i l ve r migration in service. 
Various coatings for printed cards are being studied and evaluated* 
C* W* Watt and I are collecting data from various users of 
"Epoglas" laninate in order to form a cross section of consumer opinion 
based on ac tua l experience with this ma te r i a l , which may be used J 1 
AN/F3Q-7. 
( J , Giordano) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The past 2 weeks have been spent in sett ing up various adrcLnis-
trative procedures for the MIT systems o f f i ce . 
The second construction progress report of XD-1 and XD-2 
will appear in the h January issue of the Biweekly Progress Beport of the 
AN/FSQ-7. 
(P . J . Gray) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Amendment 1 to the AFCRC Exhibit waj discussed at a meet in•? in 
Poughkeepsie l a s t week. Except for a few minor points , the amendr. • i i s 
ready for preparation in f ina l form. Amendment 1 wil l be issued 1-, January, 
Amendment 2, which wil l consis t of a new description of the AN/FSQ-7 
equipment, w i l l be issued 30 January* 
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?.„13> Equipment Design and Schedules (Continued) 
(P. J. Gray) (UNCIASSIFIED) 
In connection with the work on the exhibit, IBM has proposed 
that the interior of all frames, cabinets and consoles will be light 
eggshell. The exterior of equipment in normal light areas will be standard 
IBM light gray. The exterior of equipment in darkened areas will be 
another shade of lighter gray, 
IBM is continuing work on detailed time schedules. Preliminary 
schedules have been turned over to Steve Dodd covering parts of the central 
machine, mappers, display, and the arithmetic-element model* 
2.16 Transistors 
(D. J. Eckl) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The control system for the accumulator has been completely 
changed over to plug-in units• This simplifies the unit considerably and 
requires less power and space0 The accumulator has been in operation for 
9300 hourso 
The sixth note on the physics of semiconductors is in preparation. 
This note deals with the properties of holes and electrons. 
Flip-/lops and Gates 
(E. U. Cohler) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Several types of current flip-flop circuits which were presented 
in Williams • article (Proc. IEE) were studied and found to be about the 
same as the voltage flip-flops as far as speed was concerned. The reliabi-
lity and triggering requirements of these types are somewhat better than 
the old voltage flip-flops. This is because they are highly stabilized 
by numerous diodes. The possibility of using these flip-flops with a new 
type of gate is being investigated. 
Transistor Gates 
(C. T. Kirk) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
As mentioned in the previous biweekly Vc.. has been found to be 
an important parameter in determining whether a particular transistor will 
function in the gate circuit. Further investigation of this fact has 
shown that there is some correlation between Vc.. and frequency response 
of a point-contact transistor. Of ten transistors, those with a low 7c. 
were found to have a high frequency response and would function in the '3k 
gate circuit , while those with relatively high Vc.o had a poor frequency 
response and would not operate in the gate circuity 
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2*16 Transistors (Continued) 
Transistor Magnet! <-w,Core Drivers 
(S, Cken) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Th« point-contact-type nore driver has now been running for 
about 800 hours with no adverse effect -n the t ransis tor character is t ics* 
A junction-type ©ore driver has been developed which consists of 
Williams -type s in^-e- t ransis tor f l ip-f lop driving a grounded-emitter 
junction-transistor stage* In order to overcome the slow r i s o time of 
the junct ion t ransis tor t h i s output stage i s driven into saturation* This 
also s t ab i l i z e s the output current except for variations in Vcc0 A t e s t 
setup for using this core driver to drive several cores in series i s 
being b u i l t * 
The feas ib i l i ty of using a point-contact-type t rans i s to r amplifier 
in the ac t ive region w i l l be investigated* Some method for cooling the 
t r ans i s t o r s wil l have to be found* 
2,17 Display 
(C* L. Corderman) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
Discussions have been held at the Vestal Labs concerning p r e l i -
minary specifications for the 19-inch Charactrons0 Further additions were 
made in a meeting at MIT on 30 December* 
A revised matrix layout has been sent to Convair, I t i s quite 
probable t h a t Identical matrices wil l be used in both 5-inch and 19-inch 
Charactron tubes» 
The week of h January wi l l be spent a t Convair and Hughes Air-
craft Co, 
(R« von Buelow) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Entire period was spent in preparing specification for the 
display system* During the period a meeting was held between TEH and 
MIT display sections to draw up an outline of these specif icat ions. This 
will be available as e i the r an IEM or MIT memorandum during the week of 
li January* 
& 
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2.17 Display (Continued) 
(Mo Epstein) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
The digital-information-display specifications are being written 
up<> A report by Orin Conant on the DID system is undergoing final revision 
and should be published the beginning of the next biweekly period* These 
reports are almost completely in agreement^ and formal agreement should 
be reached soon0 
More work was done on the selection equipment for digital displays 
with special attention paid to see how the selection would be done at the 
main display frame, 
(R. H. Gerhardt) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A block diagram of a part of the display-selection unit (SC-U70$2) 
was made0 This diagram uses pulse logic. The Harper gate (biased diode) 
was used wherever possible. Some time was also spent examining some IfM 
diagrams on the same subject, A joint MIT-IBM display was held to discuss 
the specifications of the display system,. Some time was spent writing the 
expansion and off-centering portions of the specifications, 
(J. Woolf, H, Ziman) (CONFIDENTIAL) 
A new idea is being investigated in the design of a vector gene-
rator. It is planned to generate the vector as a Llasajous pattern of 
half sine waves0 A full sine wave will be generated at some rate in the 
vicinity of 1 megacycle and applied to a decoder in such a manner that 
the decoder output will be a full sine wave of an amplitude determined 
by the digits set up in the decoder. This sine wave will be transmitted 
to the console where it will be rectified to a half sine wave before 
being applied to the deflection amplifier. 
The X-Y decoder which is to be included in each console is 
being further refined and tested in preparation for a final design. 
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2.2 Group 63 (Magnetic Materials) 
Thermometric Equipment 
(N. Menyuk) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Equipment is being designed which will permit the determination 
of various magnetic and electrical properties of ferrites as functions of 
temperature over a range from -200 C to 1200 C. 
ISl-i0.),-—A System 
(J. B. Goodenough, A. L. Loeb) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Ionic and covalent models have been proposed and compared for 
the Fe-0. and Mn.O. systems. It looks as though the concept of covalence 
and covalent exchange can explain the various physical properties of this 
system. 
Memory Digits for a Linear Selection Scheme 
(P. K. Baltzer) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Data has been taken on three types of digits for use in a linear-
selection memory scheme. Single-core, two-core and three-dimensional digits 
of General Ceramics MF-1326-B and also single- and two-core digits of MF-1312 
have been investigated. The single-core digit is practically the same as 
for a coincident-current memory except that 3si write and register read 
extend the operating range for the excitation beyond that for the presently 
used bcheme. The two-core digit has a polarity distinction between ZERO 
and ONE outputs which extends the operating range for excitation to ex-
tremely low values, satisfactory operation being obtained for 200-ma 
register write excitation and 100-ma digit excitation. Integration of 
the output of a two-core digit made operation relatively independent of 
strobe time. Thus the upper range of the register drive was almost 
doubled. (This allowed the digit to be operated between 100 to 2000 
milliamperes on register write excitation and between 3 to 650 milliamperes 
on the digit excitation.) All of the above data pertains to material 
MF-1312 and is normalized for die F-39U» Operation of the three-dimen-
sional digit is very similar to the two-core digit. MF-1312 is superior to 
MF-1326-B for this application because of its low coercivity and low 
switching coefficient. A memo is being prepared on the above subject. 
Pilot-Plant Production of F-39li Cores 
(R. A. Maglio) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Test data has been obtained for DCL-3-70 cores which were fired 
for the purpose of evaluation of large-batch firing within the Harper Furnace. 
The electrical test data is for unrefired cores, and for each of the electrical 
properties .,ieasured there is no significant change. These cores have been 
refireds however, test data is not complete on the refired cores. 
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2.2 Group 63 (Continued) 
Synthesis of Ferrites 
(F. S. Maddocks) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A sample of a ferrite of unknown composition made by Bell 
Laboratories has been qualitatively analyzed and found to be a manganese-
magnesium ferrite0 Quantitative analysis is now in progress. 
(J. Jo Sacco) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Processing has been started on a new MgO.MnO.Fe?0, series, The 
electrical data of these batches will serve as a check on tne squareness 
contour diagram. 
At the same time, series of three new systems are being prepared. 
Cores from a NiO.MgO.Fe-0 series have been fired and are now being tested, 
while lithium-manganese Fe^O and lithium-zinc Fe?Oo series are nearing 
completion. 
Ferroxcube Cores 
(P. Fergus) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Ferroxcube cores were received and were tested on the B-H loop. 
Results indicated good squareness p. 8U). PuD.se tests were made at currents 
of 7U0, 820, and 900 milliamperes. These values were within the limits 
of the specifications, and an evaluation of the lot will be made. 
Core Drivers 
(J. D. Childress) (UNCLASSIFIED) I 
The Model VII core driver was delivered this week arj will be 
evaluated for our use. 
Life Tests > 
(J. D„ Childress) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Testing has been started on cores to be life tested at elevated 
temperatures. A study will be made of the effects of temperature cycling 
of cores, then of switching cores at a temperature around the Curie point. 
Both RCA and General Ceramics cores will be tested. 
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2.2 Group 63 (Continued) 
Production Testing 
(E. J. Stevens) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
A second semiautomatic core tester has been put into operation,, 
Trouble has been encountered in the automatic tester, due mainly 
to faulty contacts and cam alignment. 
In the core testing for XD-1, Lot D-28 has been completed. Lots 
G-17 and F-99 are nearing completion and will be ready in a few days. The 
RCA lot XF-3h3> has also been tested for uniformity. 
Stepping-Register Magnetic Cores 
(J. R. Freeman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Magnetics Inc.'s Mo-Perm cores were tested for selection for use 
in a special coincident-current write, stepping-register output device. 
Three tests were performeds (l) Cores were selected for a i 10 percent 
uniformity of the peaking time of the disturbed-ONE output with a drive of 
200 ma. The yield was approximately 65 percent. ^2) All cores which 
passed test No. 1 were tested for * 10 percent uniformity of peak voltage 
output using 700-ma READ pulses and 160-ma WRITE pulses, 139 cores passed 
tests Nos. 1 and 2. (3) Test No. 2 was repeated using 80-ma WRITE pulses, 
and all cores having outputs greater than 95 millivolts were rejected. Test 
No. 2 insures uniform ONE read-outs for the stepping registerj test No. 3 
insures sufficiently small ZERO read-outs for the stepping register. 
Ferrite Switch Cores 
(J. R. Freeman) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
658 MF-1312, F-262 ferrite cores were tested for selection for 
use in a magnetic-matrix switch. Cores were selected for strength of 
switch and uniformity of response to a shaped driving pulse of h amperes. 
Acceptable cores were selected for having outputs greater than 1.1 volt 
over a specified interval of 2 microseconds. 295 cores were selected. 
138 additional cores were also selected for outputs between 1.1 and 1.0 
volts. 8U cores were rejected for lack of sustained outputs, 20 cores 
were rejected for slow response, and 121 cores were rejected for completely 
unsatisfactory pulse response. 
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SECTION III - CENTRAL SERVICES 
3*1 Publications 
Requests for Reprints 
(J. B„ Bennett) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
To fac i l i ta te requests to outside agencies or publications for 
? published art ic les , lorn postal cards may be secured from 
th«.. 6 library for this purpose* 
3.2 Pnrcha.d and Stock 
(Ho B* Morley) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Purchase orders and catalog f i l e s are again so crowded that ar-
rangements are being made to gradually change over to 5-drawer cabinets 
In place of the present U-drawer units* All filed material older than 
1950 i s now in basement storage* 
Other changes such as telephone transfers and desk rearrangements 
are being made to enable us to make better use of our fac i l i t i e s* 
The Division 6-DDL stock-renumbering problem i s s t i l l being ac-
t ively examined in an effort to find the most feasible way of effecting 
the change* 
The broad capital and non-capital stock inventory recently pro-
pared i s being minutely re-examined in an effort to approach a 100-per-
cent accurate count of material and location* 
This department has been plagued by the disappearance of many 
catalogs* This lack hinders the work not only of this department bat 
also of engineering and drafting people who need them for Iaportant refer-
ences* I t i s imperative that i f any persons have catalogs which have been 
borrowed these catalogs be returned immediately* and none should be removed 
from Purchasing unless signed out* 
Month of Devqmber 










1-7 days overdue 
8-U4. days overdue 
15-22 days overdue 
23-30 days overdue 
1-2 months overdue 
2-3 months overdue 
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P»r, • his 
UCitlOV 'Ol 
F. Manning.) (TBK2JLSSIFIKD) 
•re have been 35 Construction ':t*erv ' staling ij^ 
?inoe 18 December 1953, and thar» ;ioo Requisitions 
i.?i*8 items under construction * BLsctr* I . bqpa« 
• inforaat:* t j. . , »M ~*» i 
•Xitside Vendor 
(J. V. Mazza) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
There are two orders now open with vondors totaling 21 items. 
Liveries have been made in the past biweekly period. Information 
jecific orders may be obtained from the writer (Ext. 3U92). 
Component Analysis aid Standards 
>Jtl Component Testing 
(B. B. Paine) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Due to the increasing numoer cf component tests and failure 
• being requested, i t Is axked th?t these wishing tests performed 
al component failuros analyzed write a brief request on an inter-
im, describing condition* tf Oper&tlca and characteristics of in-
>is procedure i s Intended to replace only vhe verbal-request 
se.' previously uaf* does not affaot tho r^tablithed system 
routiw"! defe . %.m' «v Vom ~WWI, MIC, etc* 
•r 
Hoofedem) ( ' 
! 'Section LV, . i b^»n received 
.a lm*» >:r" add/.tic ' ihe ma?.n 
yiCD Bcoka rial1 to c« 
i te wirewcmi, ra hat 
oee.-i ic f power . 
mars P/*S a beirg pr^j ie* 
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3ohh vacuxnr Tubes 
(Hu 3* Frost) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
During tiie past two weeks WP have had several conferences with 
IBM engineers on tubes for the AN/FS^ program. Mr. Breiding and Mr, 
Beatty each spent two days in Cambridge working on tube specs* 
Test data on the i n i t i a l shipment of Z-2177 tubes have beea 
compiled by IBM and QE« A limited number of tubes has been tested here* 
Comparison of these data shows a reasonable correspondence* but equip-
ment differences and tube changes complicate the picture* Some detail* 
of these data have been transmitted to the circuit engineers for con-
sideration* Although the Z-2177 i s not the same as the ?9c5, no dif-
f icu l t circuit situations have yet appeared* 
Puised-current curves have been compiled by MIT and IBM, Ex-
amination of the two sets of data shows some systematic differences, but 
the disagreements do not seem serious• This information should be ready 
for early transmittal to Sylvania for comparison with data obtained there* 
Mr* Frank Vergadamo of Burroughs Adding Machine Company visited 
the Laboratory on 29 December* He had a series of tubes to be tested as 
part of the ASTM Interface Task Force program* So far those tubes hav» 
been tested by four out of s ix laboratories for comparison panoses. 
Thesis Work 
(H, B. Frost) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
My efforts during these past two weeks have been <iovc-«ed to a 
s\ dy of the reasons for the curvature of plots of voltage drop on cathode 
cm rent* No definite cause can be assigned to this curvature yet* 
A re-examination of the literature on this subject shoved that. 
Sparks observed a similar curvature in his characteristics. Wright does 
not show points on his curves, and Eleensteln's work was too dissimilar 
to be compared with mine* 
Some definite conclusions on this study of curvature should be 
reached within the next several weeks* 
(S. Twicken) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
First comparison of date on pulse measurements on the 7AK7 of 
our lab and IBM's sh-- n ;lo3e agreement on suppressor current* We agree 
011 most of the range uf control-grid current, but there is some discrepancy 
in plate and scree, currents* Work toward resolving the differences 
continues. 
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3okh Vacuum Tubes (Continues) 
( S . Twicken) (UNCLASSIFIED) (Continued) 
Ten 5687*s wi th A31 cathaloy cathodes received from Tung-Sol 
as engineering samples have been placed on l i f e t e s t * The I4XI5OA l i f e 
t e s t has reached 1100 hours 0 Three of the f i ve conducting tubes have 
developed exces s ive gr id emission,, 
Data have been taken on the 5965 and f i r s t l o t s o f Z-2177 to 
determine the d i f f erence i n p l a t e current between -the zero—bias and 200-
na grid- current po in t s a t the 100-v spec point., I n the 5965 t h i s differ<~ 
ence i 3 l e s s than 1 mil l iampere with the p o s i t i v e gr id- current po in t 
p o s i t i v e i n new l o t s * In the Z-2177 ,s the p o s i t i v e grid-current value i s 
5 -6 g i l l 1 amperes greater than the zero-bias value. 
For the p a s t s e v e r a l weeks* two clays per week have been spent 
i n meetings with the IEK Tube Oroup representatives gett ing the program 
under way* 
(T. F. Clough) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
An a n a l y s i s o f the constructional- d e r a i l s and mount geometry o f 
the 5965 and two l o t s of the developmental Z-21-77 i s under way* 
These data w i l l supplement characterist ic data and w i l l be useful 
during our d iscuss ions with the manufacturer. 
3*5 Test Equipment 
Test Equipment Headquarters 
(L. Sutro, A* B i l l e ) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Standard t e s t equipment and osc i l loscopes due for t e s t in the 
two -month per iod , November and December, have b>een tested* Commercial 
t e s t equipment which has not been tested s ince Test; Equipment Headquarters 
was s a t up a year ago i s now being brought, in and tested. 
3 . 6 Drafting 
HTC Drawings 
(A. M. Falc ione) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
The f i r s t group of marked-up prints from MTC has been received* 
from which new o r i g i n a l drawings w i l l be made, A preliminary review of the 
s i tua t ion i n d i c a t e s approximately h to 5 months of drafting to complete 
a l l drawings for MTC; our goa l i s to complete them prior t o moving t o 
Bedford* 
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3»7 Administration and Personnel 
Terminated, Staff 
(J. C. Proctor) (UNCUSSIFIED) 
M« Geraghty 
Terminated Non-Staff 
(R. A. Osbome) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
Nancy Toorok 
Open Non-Staff Requisitions 
(R. A. Osborne) (UNCLASSIFIED) 
1 Clerk-Typist for Group 62 
2 Electronic Technicians for Group 6U 
2 Messenger Girls 
1 Senior Detailer 
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